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AutomAtic 2D RecoRDing & ReplAy

If (external) lighting conditions (direct sunlight on user or camera) does not allow for proper use of the 3D features you may still want 
to use your Swinguru software to train in 2D mode only as any other video system but with automated record & replay. Therefor no 
need to operate the system or push recording buttons...

You will be able to hit shot after shot without having to worry of anything. Sound of ball impact will trigger automatic detection and 
recording of your swing in 2D. All your swings will be kept and be available in your library for you to replay and review when you 
decide a swing is worth spending time on it (good or bad).

In this configuration your camera can obviously be moved and placed anywhere (down the line, back, ...).

The 2D drawing tools are available but not the automated drawing tools as those are based on 3D motion capture of the user.

Quick tips on how to take advantage of Swinguru 2D recording & replay

1) Once the camera is positioned draw your reference lines and they will be displayed to help you when addressing the ball and get-
ting in proper posture but will also appear on each replay.

2) Activate the ‘Short Replay’ option from the settings to activate to automatically show a replay after each hit.

3) Select 2 or 3 simultaneous views, one will display the 2D video and the other(s) will display the synchronized COP information 
from BodiTrak if any. Set the BodiTrak button to ‘Yes’ in the Devices Activation tab in the settings.
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Here is how to do it:

- Go to ‘Settings’

 1) Select the ‘Devices Activation’ tab

 2) Activate Audio (from camera sensor), set button to ‘Yes’

 3) Adjust ‘Sound Threshold’ if necessary.

 4) Activate other external device as you see fit.

Here is how to do it:

- Go to ‘Settings’

 1) Select ‘Recording Mode’

 2) Set ‘Manual’ to ‘No’

 3) Set ‘Motion’ to ‘No’

 4) Set Device to ‘Audio (from camera sensor)’


